Press release

Hoffmann Group catalogue now includes full PPE range

Munich, 19 July 2017 – The new Hoffmann Group 2017/2018 catalogue is
finally here. As part of the revised 48th edition of the trusted reference work,
Europe's leading system partner for quality tools presents a separate
catalogue volume detailing an extensive range of personal protective
equipment (PPE) for the first time. Trained specialists will also be on hand all
over Europe to provide advice regarding the equipment. In total, the new
catalogue comprises around 75,000 items from the fields of “machining”,
“hand tools and measurement tools”, “workstations and storage solutions”,
plus around 6000 PPE products. The 2017/2018 catalogue will come into
effect on 1 August 2017. From this date, the items and product innovations in
the catalogue will also be available to order from the Hoffmann Group
e-shop: www.hoffmann-group.com.

By expanding its PPE range, Hoffmann Group is consolidating its position as a
system partner for the industry: “We have seen a steady rise in demand for
personal protective equipment among our customers in recent years,” explains
Martin Reichenecker, Head of Sales and Marketing at Hoffmann Group. “We have
therefore scoured the PPE market and put together what we think is the best
portfolio of products. At the same time, we have also augmented our external sales
force across Europe with PPE advisers. This makes us the only provider to offer
not only quality tools and workstation and storage solutions, but also a full range of
PPE including consultation services all over Europe.”

All areas of the Hoffmann Group catalogue have been revised and around 12,500
items have been added. The new additions to the catalogue include over 4500
items from the GARANT premium brand, including innovations from the “GARANT
Master” range, new turning grades, the GARANT Tool24 PickOne individual output
system and numerous hand tools and measurement tools. The “hand tools and
measurement tools” range also features measuring equipment from the FLUKE

brand for the first time. These products are regarded as particularly reliable and
robust by professional users in the fields of electrical testing and thermal imaging
and are therefore highly sought after.
“Our customers are having to choose from an increasingly complex range of
products – which makes their decision more difficult,” continues Reichenecker.
“That's why we make a pre-selection for our customers and offer excellent advice
on products that require further explanation – in all areas. Added to this is our
delivery capacity and adherence to delivery dates, all of which makes us a reliable,
high-performing system partner capable of providing comprehensive, high-quality
solutions from a single source.”
Image caption: The new 2017/2018 Hoffmann Group
catalogue includes a separate volume for personal
protective equipment.

Hoffmann Group
The Munich-based Hoffmann Group, built on the true quality of German design and
engineering, is Europe's leading system partner for quality tools. Hoffmann Group
combines commercial expertise with both manufacturing and service competence. This
combination guarantees reliability in supply, quality and productivity in the tooling sector
and with workstations and storage solutions to over 135,000 customers. Optimum and
reliable advice, from individual needs analysis through to efficient use of products, is
assured at all times. Alongside tools for machining, clamping, measuring, grinding and
cutting, the portfolio also comprises hand tools, protective work-wear, workstations and
storage and workshop accessories. Customers include major listed companies as well as
medium-sized and small companies in more than 50 countries. In 2015, Hoffmann Group
generated a worldwide turnover of more than 1.1 billion euros. Including GARANT, its own
premium brand, Hoffmann Group offers 70,000 quality tools from the world's leading
manufacturers. With comprehensive customer service and a delivery quality of over 99
percent as certified by TÜV, the tools specialist with its head office in Munich is a reliable
and efficient partner for its customers.

See www.hoffmann-group.com for further information
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